Brain functional and effective connectivity underlying the information processing speed assessed by the Symbol Digit Modalities Test.
Delayed Information Processing Speed (IPS) often underlies attention deficits and is particularly evident in patients with traumatic brain injury, Parkinson's disease, depression, dementia, and multiple sclerosis. Therefore, it is of interest to determine the brain network that is responsible for such essential cognitive function to understand IPS deficits and to develop effective rehabilitation programs. We assessed brain functional connectivity and effective connectivity during the performance of an adapted version of the Symbol Digit Modalities Test. Using dynamic causal modeling, we focused on obtaining a network model for IPS function in healthy subjects. Sixteen right-handed volunteers (seven women, age: 29.7 ± 5.0 years) were included in the study after giving written consent for participating. Functional magnetic resonance images were acquired in a 3T scanner. According to our results, two systems interact during the IPS task performance. One is formed by frontoparietal and fronto-occipital networks, related to the control of goal-directed (top-down) selection for stimuli and response, while the second is composed of the temporoparietal and inferior frontal cortices, which are associated with stimulus-driven attention in the brain. Additionally, the default-mode network showed a significant correlation with networks positively associated with the task, mainly those related to visual detection and processing, indicating its relevant role in functional integration involving IPS. Therefore, an IPS-related network was proposed through a methodology that may be useful for future studies considering other cognitive functions and tasks, clinical groups, and longitudinal assessments.